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This study proposes a novel optimal control method that decides the ROW of road space assigned to driveways and

sidewalks in real-time. To solve this optimal control task, a reinforcement learning method is introduced that employs a

microscopic traffic simulator, namely SUMO, as its environment. The model was trained for 150 episodes using a four-

legged intersection and joint AVs-pedestrian travel demands of a day. Results evidenced the effectiveness of the model in

both symmetric and asymmetric road settings. After being trained by 150 episodes, our proposed model significantly

increased its comprehensive reward of both pedestrians and vehicular traffic efficiency and sidewalk ratio by 10.39%.

Decisions on the balanced ROW are optimised as 90.16% of the edges decrease the driveways supply and raise sidewalk

shares by approximately 9%. Moreover, during 18.22% of the tested time slots, a lane-width equivalent space is shifted

from driveways to sidewalks, minimising the travel costs for both an AV fleet and pedestrians.
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1. Public Right-of-Way of Complete Streets Scheme

In transportation, the public ROW, or the ROW of road space, defines the legal right or the priority of specific types of road

users to pass along a route through the street space . These road users include not only motorised vehicles, but also

vulnerable groups such as pedestrians and cyclists . The purposes of balancing the ROW include improving traffic

efficiency, engaging all modes of transport, and reducing potential inter-mode conflicts .

The complete streets scheme has risen as a mainstream engineering solution to balance the ROW . It satisfies the

basic demands of accommodating all road users with corresponding shares of space, but simultaneously canalise such

space as per distinctive modes of travel . The complete streets scheme principally comprises a driveway zone and a

streetside zone. Figure 1 demonstrates four examples of its ROW plan.

Figure 1. Examples of the Right-of-Way Plans. (a) A common complete street plan. (b) A pedestrians-prioritised plan. (c)

A zero-driveway plan. (d) An automobile preferred plan. Note that White Cars indicates cars in the driving mode and grey

cars in the on-street parking mode.

Both the driveway and streetside can be further subdivided into different functional sections . For instance, a driveway

zone comprises several driving and curb lanes (Z ), and possibly a median (Z ). Meanwhile, a streetside sits between the
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driveway and private lands, primarily serving non-vehicular mobility and providing accessibility to venues, comprising

cycle lanes (Z ) and sidewalks (Z ). It also includes a variety of road facilities in facility belts (Z ), and lively street

activities in the front zones (Z ) .

Due to differences in street functions, locations and throughput capacities, the sectional widths vary significantly . On

one hand, roads can be categorised into four types according to their functions: commercial, residential (lanes, mews),

landscape (boulevard, parkway) and trafficking. On the other hand, concerning their serving capacity, the ROW can be

classed into four grades: main roads, secondary roads, branches, and laneways . For instance, boulevards are

landscape-functional main roads, and the commercial avenues are commercial-oriented main roads .

Based on a holistic survey of the state-of-the-art available complete streets scheme worldwide, we compared and

summarised the following underlying principles of designing a street. First, the sidewalk should be planned no less than

1.5 m, and it is encouraged to be between 2 m and 2.5 m for new development residential streets or downtown

commercial streets . Second, the width of a driving lane is considered 3 m to 3.5 m for passenger cars, freight

vans and trucks in urban areas. Third, a curb lane is suggested to bear a width of 3 m for on-street parking operations .

Fourth, the provision of cycle lanes can be flexible as it could occupy an independent lane with a width between 1.5 m to

2.5 m; Alternatively, driving lanes could accommodate those cycling demands. Fifth, the comprehensive facility belt should

at least be assigned with 1.5 m to 2 m in width . Finally, any street should secure a clear path in a width of 3.5 m to

ensure the operations of emergency vehicles.

2. Challenges Facing Complete Streets Scheme

It is widely acknowledged that the complete streets scheme has achieved seminal contributions with regard to road safety

and the operational efficiency of traffic flows . However, these rigid and canalised patterns handicap their flexibility

and resilience in responding long term’s endogenous and exogenous challenges facing road space.

The endogenous challenges emerge from the priority of usage between vehicles and the other modes of travel. A wide

range of planners and geographers have criticised the complete street as ’incomplete plans’ concerning streets as public

space . They claimed that street events, pedestrians, e-scooter riders and cyclists should be granted more space than

and priority to cars . Temporary measurements, such as closure of driveways in a short period of time , and some

permanent remedies, like traffic calming , shared road surface  have firmly responded to such appeal. The recent

Covid-19 pandemic also fostered the reclaiming of driveways for non-vehicular traffic operations or as extensions of

indoor activities . To take placemaking and urban design into account, such flexibility of road space usage could

potentially support diverse street activities and reinforce the public recognition of streets as public space .

The prominent exogenous challenges could be the deployment of Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) and Shared Autonomous

Vehicles (SAVs) mobility . It is expected that the future urban mobility and goods logistics could be replaced almost

entirely by these disruptive modes of transport around 2040 to 2060 . One of the early research jointly conducted by

the Boston Consulting Group (BCG) and the World Economic Forum (WEF) found that with a moderate 60% of market

penetration, AVs mobility might induce considerable trips to downtown areas during the morning and evening commute

peaks. This could overload streets of city centres, raising travel costs by at least 5.5%, while broadly alleviating traffic in

suburban neighbourhoods by 12% .

An increasing proportion of studies on AV transport demonstrates the disruptive impact of SAVs, which may transform our

current transport into the Autonomous Mobility-on-Demand (AMoD) system . By adopting SAVs, it is estimated that

16% of current vehicular fleet could suffice daily mobility . While 85% of current off-street parking space land can be

liberated , while frequent Pick-Up and Drop-Off (PUDO) events would require more curb parking areas to be installed

and efficiently managed . In addition, some emerging new road infrastructures, including the rapid charging facilities,

may also disrupt the conventional street functions and demand for new spatial plans to accommodate new ROW desires

.

These potential changes signal the urgency to revisit the current design protocols and renovate road management

techniques. With the promising advancement of intelligent and connected road infrastructures, real-time optimal control

over ROW might present a novel solution to this problem. Although new methods and algorithms have been developed,

with some even tested on roads , those pioneering practices are still confined within limited road infrastructures,

such as traffic signals and roadside units . Moreover, the status-quo models and algorithms still fall far short in

supporting the dynamic control of public ROW.
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3. Performance Metrics Regarding Street Design and Management

Good street space is underpinned by objectives from a broad spectrum of domains . In other words, the design and

management of streets usually correspond to a multi-objective decision-making process given a collection of goals .

These domains include place-making, health and environmental, connectivity and accessibility, traffic efficiency,

construction and maintenance, and safety , as summarised in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Multi-objectives of Making Sustainable Road Space.

Regarding our study, we first treat users’ safety as the baseline. Namely, the requirement of collision-free was encoded as

a priority in our model. Then, among the rest objectives, we approach to balance place-making and transport efficiency,

hoping to coordinate traffic engineering and urban planning appeals. On the one hand, evidence proves that suffice the

territory of sidewalks can effectively enhance the safety perception of pedestrians, contributing to more comfortable

walking experiences, and simultaneously engaging street lives . On the other hand, the operational efficiency

represents a significant indicator measuring the primary trafficking performance of roads .
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